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-Summary

A scale transformation of the variates involved In the difference estimator
is suggested. This leads to an estimator more precise than the ratio
(prod'ict) estimator when the intercept of population regression line with
the vertical axis is moderately large in absolute value. This method is
not very restrictive from the point of view of survey practice. A
numerical example is included for illustration. A muUivariate extension
is also considered.

Introduction

It is an usual practice in sample surveys to utilize information
on an auxiliary variate x related to the variate of interesty for
improving the precision of estimators. Such information can be
used either in the sampling scheme or in the estimation procedure
or in both. Stratification and ratio methods are two good examples.
Mohanty and Das [3] have given a method of reducing the bias of
the estimator in the ratio method of estimation when Y=a.+^X is
the line of regression of j on ;c in the population and a and P are
positive. This is done by obtaining approximate estimates a, b of »
and p respectively through some pilot enquiry and then changing
the origin^of measurement of x from 0 to -ajb. This clearly necessi
tates the consideration of the sticky problem of the sampling variation
of the ratio-a/Z;. As an alternative a method of difference estimation
after simple changes in scales of measurement of jc and y is proposed
in this paper. Here it is not necessary that a. and p are positive. It is
necessary only that their signs be known and that | a | be moderately
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large. These could be judged by the accumulated experience and/or
by drawing a scatter diagram for at least a part of the current data.

Change of Scale

Consider a finite population {7=(i7i, Uz, Uu) of size iV.
Let the study variate j and the auxiliary variate x take on real values
(Yi, X{) on the unit Uu i=l, 2, N. Assume that Yi'^0, ^<>0
and that the population mean Z of x is known and is positive. Let

be some 7,-, /=1, 2, ..., N. Assume also that Y^ is known either
by design or otherwise and that it is positive. The other restrictions
on Yji are discussed later. Make the transformations

andZ,=-^, 1=1, 2, ..., TV.
A -Ts

Estimation of the Population Mean

A simple random sample of units without replacement
is drawn from the population. Let y, S denote the means of and

Xrespectively in this sample and let w'=-^, z=~. Then an
estimator of the population mean Z of z is

Zd=2 + S (PF—W)

where §=±1 according as and ff'Js the population mean of
w. In fact lv = l- Next, an estimator of T is ,

...(3.1)

To evaluate the bias and variance of ya while estimating f,
rewrite fa in terms of j? and x and then write

y = ¥ x=X (l+^a) with £• (ei)=£ (ea)=0. This leads to

so that E (3>2)=?. Thus is an unbiased estirnator of f.

Next, V(yd)=E(yd-ff

=E ifei~8Y^e,Y

=f-'E (el) ^-Yl E {el)- inE {e^e^)

=B[Sl +C^Sl -2SC5'.,] ...(3.2)
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To obtain the restrictions on 7* dictated by the consideration that
fa be more precise than the traditional estimators we discuss the
cases (3>0 and P<0 separately.

Restrictions on Yt

Clearly the value of C which minimizes F(jd) with respect to
C is sp and the corresponding Fj;=spZ. The crux of the problem
is that P is usually unknown and estimating p by the coefl5cient of
regression of j on jc in the sample is computationally not convenient
especially when many items are to be estimated from the same,
survey. Also in this case exact expressions for the expected value
and variance of the estimator are hard to obtain (Das Raj [2], pp.
100-101).

Casel:^>0.

In this case the usual ratio method of estimation is to use

M4)
as an estimator of T. The bias and mean square (mse) of yr are
given approximately by

and M(^r)^eiSl +RX -2RS^v) • , ...(4.1)

fwhere R=~2- Derivation of these expressions depends on rather
restrictive assumptions like '| ^2 1 <1. '

For an increase in precision relative to that of we should
have V{yi)<M (jr), From (3.2) and (4.1) this needs that

(C''-i?^)5^ +2(/?-C)5«„<0

or equivalently that

e (C)=(C2-i?2)+2 (i?-C) p<0. ...(4.2)

Q (C) can be considered as a quadratic form in C. The condition
(4.2) requires 2 (G) to be negative. This will happen iffthe roots
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of the quadratic equation Q (C)=0 are real and distinct and C lies
between them. Here these roots are real and, unless a=0, distinct.
They are 2^-R and R. Thus (4.2) is the same as

C lies between 2^—R and R. ...(4.3)

Here the decrease in sampling variance of the estimator is

,esl
J(a^-n)(2«+n-r).

Next, since V(J»)=OSl ...(4.4)

it follows similarly from (3.2) and (4.4) that

VOa)<V{T)

if 0<C<2(J. .,.(4.5)

To examine when(4.3) and (4.5) hold simultaneously we distinguish
between subcases a>0 and a<0.

Subcase (i). a>0, p>0.

Here and (4.3) can be written as

2^-R<C<R

or, using ^ ^hd the condition becomes
(f-2a) ...(4.3a)

Suppose y* is chosen to be less than T. For instance, since y and x
are positively correlated characteristics, and supplementary infor
mation is available on it should be possible to idbntify the smallest
y-value and use it as 7t. With such a choice of 7^, (4.3a) needs
only that

(r-7fc)<2«. ...(4.3Z,)

However the other condition (4.5) needs that (2T —Yjc)>2a. Thus
the estimator is more precise than the simple estimatorJi or the
estimator J»r when

f<2a+n<2f ...(4.6)

which is not a stringent condition to be met when a is moderately
large. In terms of p, the coefficient of correlation between y and x
in the population, (4.6) can be written as
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where Cv, C» are the coeflScients of variation of y and x in the
\ ( (2 \population. This specifles an interval of length —y for p.

Subcase (ii). <*<0, P>0.

Now and (4.3) becomes R<C<2^-R which is
equivalent to

f<7i<(f-2«). ...(4.3c)

The strategy here is to choose }'»>? which makes (4.3c) to need
only . . _ . ..

(rft-f)<-2a ...(4.3^^)

which interestingly enough implies (4.5). Thus any ¥„>¥ and
satisfying {4.3d) makes superior, with respect to variance, to
yoiyr.

Case II •. P<0.

Here it is appropriate to compare with the product estimator
(Murthy [4])

Mf)
which has exact bias OStjX and mse (approx.)

M(yp)=e[Sl +2/?S.,]. ...(4.7)

Now V (yd)<M (yp) will need that

C lies between i? and —(2p+i?) ...(4.8)

while r (>'d)<K (?) will require

0<C<-2P. ...(4.9)

Since y and x are assumed to be non-negative variates, a and pcannot
be both negative. That is a>0 in this subcase. However we need

. distinguish between the situi^ions where (2!3+i?). These
respectively correspond to A<T and A>T where ^=(2a—3f).

Subcase (Hi). A<f,^<0.

We deliberately choose Y^<f and such that

A<Yu<A+r ...(4.10)

for yd to be more precise than fp or y,
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Subcase (iv) : A>T, ^<0.

It is now enough if we choose Yj, such that

...(4.11)

The guidelines for the choice of are summarized in table 4.1.

TABLE 4.1

Subcase

(i) p>0, o>0

(ii) P>0,a<0

(Hi)

(iv) ?<0,A>f

li chosen to be

less than f

greater than f"

less than f

greater than J

Additional restriction
on Yk

Ao<iYji<2(AQ+a)

Y<A„

A<Yt<A+r

Yk<A

Note : Ao=r-2a, ^=(2a-3f).

In order to estimate viya) given in (3.2) from the sample, we note

that

It

is an unbiased estimator of and so on, where S denotes summa

tion over the units in the sample.

Nnmerical Example

The biases and the mean square errors of and when
simple random sampling two units without replacement from a
hypothetical population of 5 units having (9,1), (13,2), (15,3),
(15, 4) and (18, 5) as the values of {y, x) are in table 4.2 for com
parisons. Here r=l4, . '̂=3. a=8, p-2 and p= 0.9542. This
corresponds to subcase (i) and Yj, is chosen as the F-value corres
ponding to the smallest Z-value. Hence_yft=9. It is to be noted
that yr does even worse than y since a>?/2.

Use of Multi-Auxiliary Information

Frequently we possess information aboutseveral ;c-variates, and
it may be considered important to make use of all the available
material to our advantage. Suppose Xj, denote these variates
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TABLE 4.2

SI. No. Estimator Mse Bias

1 y 3.30 0

2 yr 33.89 0.82

3 1.05 0

57

each of which is correlated with y. Assume that measurements on
all the variates are real, non-negative and that the population means
Xf, of the jc-variates are.known and are positive.. Let
y=a,+p<Zt be the population regressionline whenj is regressed on
xt alone. Consider the set of transformations

y Xt
, r=l,

The choice of the Yt is discussed later.

Let y,xt,t=\, ...,p

denote the sample means and let

-

jT-j t=i, p.

Then an unbiased estimator of the population mean of zt is provided

by .

where S«=±l according as P(>0 and Wt is the population mean of

Wi. Note that for each t. Then the estimators

. J»(')=r^z'»?=l ...(5.])

are each unbiased for the population mean Y. Using an appropriate
weighting function h=Qt^, h^.

2] ht=\, the estimators can be be combined to give

I

,..(5.2)
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as an estimator of Y which utilizes the supplementary information
on all the x-variates. Clearly is unbiased for ?. Its variance is

. - P

Vm= 2] AAcov(y«',j('>).
^.r=l

Defining as the population covariance between u and v and
letting 0, 1, p stand for the variates y, Xi,Xp respectively, it
can be shown that

C0v(j>''>,j>"')=5 (5oo-5sCs5'os-S,C,5'o,+SsS(GC,&,). ...(5.3)

where and ^<=1, ...,p. Thus

p

V{yi)= Khdst^hDh' . ...(5.4)
f.f=l

where b={dat) is the matrix of covariances defined in (5.3). The
matrix D is at least positive semidefinite since it is a covariance
matrix. It is positive definite under fairly general assumptions.

Theoretically the C< can be determined such that V{y^ is
minimized with respect to them. But from the point of view of
survey practice a simpler alternative is to choose Ct such that dtt is
minimized with respect to Ct. This is equivalent to minimizing

p

Z)= J J F(y-S,C.i,)
1

with respect to the Ct. The optimum value of Ct in this sense is

Suppose it is possible to make a good guess of the ««, Pt and also
identify each of these individual regressions with one of the subcases
listed in table 4.1, then the choice of Ft can be made parallel to that
of Tft there. This may not be hard, for example, when p = 2 and the
a-t are moderately large in absolute value. In this context it may be
mentioned that the case of one or twovariates is of most frequent
application. If any a-t is not moderately large in absolute value then
the corresponding Yt will have to be taken to approximate f (see [I]).
The above thumb rules are expected to keep the contribution from
dtt to V {ya) uidir check as described in section 4,
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It is of interest to note that if for each Mhen K (j^d) is
exactly the same as the large sample approximation for the variance
of the generalized multivariate estimator involving the use of p
auxiliary variatcs as given in [6]. The advantages of using a
difference estimator in place of a generalized multivariate estimator
are that the estimator is unbiased, the variance expression is exact
and its derivation does not depend on restrictive assumptions and
unbiased variance estimators are easy to obtain. It also appears
that the precision of the estimator compares well with that of the
generalized multivariate estimator in which case only large sample
approximations for the bias and variances are available.

Next, applying the generalized Cauchy inequality (seeOlkin
[5]), the ht optimum in the sense of minimizing V {yi) for given D
are provided by

where e=(l, •••, 1) is the elementary row vector. Using these
optimum weights, the minimized variance is found to be

v^iAh)=-^. -(s.e)
However again in practice hont can rarely be computed and used
since this requires the knowledge of the elements of the matrix D.
In this context it may be noted that uniform weighting is obtained
if and only if the column sums of D are equal. A hypothetical
example of this case occurs when the coefiScients of variation of the
x-variates are all equal, there is the same correlation between y and
the Xt, t—l, ... p, and Ct are the population ratios

X
that is Yt=T

and all pairs of two different x-variates have the same correlation.
Usually we have to select the ht values from experience and theoretical
indications regarding the relative influenct s of the x-variates onj'.

In order to estimate V note that

p

/=i
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and hence

p

v(y<i)=v(y- 2 WtXt)
i=l

n p

S S •
1=1 /=1

Therefore an unbiased estimator of V(yd) is

q" p 2

i=\ t=\
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